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Abstract: The depth extraction from visual information is one of underpinning research area of 

robotics and there is a growing trend in development of autonomous and intelligent systems for real-

life applications. These unmanned systems need reliable depth estimations in order to move in three-

dimensional space, autonomously. Inspiring from biological vision systems, stereo imaging systems 

promise a solution for the depth estimation from binocular image pairs provided by stereo cameras. 

One of the major problems in the depth estimation from the stereo image pair is low depth resolution. 

This paper discusses the depth resolution problem and presents a depth resolution analysis for stereo 

imaging systems. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Depth maps generation from stereo images has been a key problem of machine vision for two 

decades [1, 2]. Developments in three dimensional (3D) image reconstruction and autonomous 

systems applications [3] has stimulated the researches on depth estimation by using stereo imaging 

systems. Nowadays, the field of stereo vision became a promising research area and its application 

extending from measurement science to entertainment sector. Driving assistants for cars [4] and 

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) [5] are some robotic applications requiring a reliable depth 

estimation from visual information captured from cameras. However, artificial depth perception from 

camera images, which is as efficient as biological vision systems, is still an unsolved problem [1]. 

Many works addressed for improvement of stereo matching algorithms [6-19].   

Depth map estimation from stereo correspondence has been taken into account as the the 

problem of accurately estimation of pixel disparities between binocular image pairs that is indeed the 

two different spatial views of the same scene. The other problem is the projection limitations of a 

stereo system, which severely reduces the resolution of depth maps. Even though the stereo matching 

algorithms can perform very efficient stereo correspondence between stereo images and yield accurate 

disparity maps, the depth resolution of the estimated depth maps is limited due to image resolution 

accordingly the pixel disparity resolution in stereo image pair. So, it is important to tuning stereo 

imaging system parameters to obtain a satisfactory depth resolution. This paper addresses analysis of 

stereo vision system parameters to enhance the depth resolution of stereo imaging systems. 

Stereo matching is defined as the process of finding the best correspondence points between a 

stereo image pair [20]. In addition to hardware limitations, the accuracy of the disparity maps is 

limited depending on a number of methodological complications such as occlusion, ambiguity, 

illumination variation and projective distortion [20-22]. Stereo image rectification and camera 

calibration to enhance performance of stereo matching algorithms were addressed in detail [22-24].  

Depth estimation from stereo images contains two main tasks: The first task is the estimation 

of the disparity map from the stereo image pair by means of a stereo matching algorithm. Disparity 

map contains pixel disparities between the projection of the same object in the left and right images. 

The second is the transforming the disparity map into a depth map as illustrated in Figure 1. The depth 

map is composed of the depth estimations of each pixel of projected objects in the stereo image and 

therefore it provides useful visual information for the depth perception, three dimensional 

reconstruction [25] and autonomous motion of the robotic system [3].  

Accurate construction of disparity map is an important task for stereo vision system, which 

determines accuracy of the depth map estimation. 
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Figure 1. Fundamental blocks of a stereo dept estimation system 

 

   

 Depth resolution for canonical stereoscopic system was previously briefly discussed by 

Cyganek et al [22]. Importance of depth resolution in real stereo imaging applications were 

emphasized by Hsia et al. [5]. A detailed discussion and a systematic analysis are still needed for 

successful and reliable depth estimation by stereo imaging applications. This study presents a 

theoretical investigation on factors affecting depth estimation performance of stereo vision systems. 

Effect of stereo camera system parameters such as focal length, vertical pixel resolution of cameras, 

the length of base line between the camera pairs on the depth resolution of stereo images are analyzed.  

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

 The widely used method for the extraction of the dept map from the disparity map is based on 

triangular transformation between real and projected points in two fronto-parallel camera system as 

illustrated in Figure 2(a). The parameters f  and b  represent focal length and base line of the fronto-

parallel stereo imaging system as illustrated in Figure 2(a). This standard system (Canonical 

Stereoscopic System) is composed of two parallel cameras with focal lengths ( f ), displaced by a base 

distance (b ) [22, 26]. The figure represents the projection of a surface located in ),,( zyxP  of the 

real world coordinate system. This surface is assumed to be projected by a pixel in the left projection 

screen ( LP ) and the right projection screen ( RP ). Stereo correspondence for ),,( zyxP  surface is 

valid under the following condition of the projections: 

0|),(),(|  jdiRjiL ,     (1) 

where, ),( jiL  and ),( jdiR   are pixel location of the ),,( zyxP  surface projection on LP  and RP , 

respectively. The pixel disparity from the left image matrix ( L ) to the right image matrix ( R ) is 

denoted by d . Disparity map ( D ) of the left image is composed of all pixel disparities from L  to R  

image matrixes and defined as: 

}|),(),({|min),( jdiRjiLjiD d  ,   (2) 

Estimation of disparity map was performed by stereo matching algorithms. 

Real disparity on the projection screen in Figure 2(a) is defined as, 

rrr LRd  ,      (3) 

where, rR  is real location of projection on the projection screen RP  and expressed according the 

vertical resolution of pixel, i , as ir diR /)(  . The rL  distance is the real location of projection 

on the left screen LP  and expressed as ir iL / . One can express the real disparity matrix rD  to 

express relation between the real disparity and the pixel disparity as the flows: 

ir DD / ,      (4) 

Considering the triangular in Figure 2(a), the following equation is written,  
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Considering equation (5), the depth of the ),( ji  pixel of the left image ( L ) is written as, 
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Figure 2. (a) Projection model used for fronto-parallel stereo vision systems, (b) Left image and (c) 

Right image 
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Considering equation (4), depth map matrix can be formed depending on the pixel disparity matrix as 

the following, 
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Parameters f ,b and i  are structural parameters of stereo vision systems. The term of ibf   is 

called as depth gain ( zG ) of stereo system. In this case, the  depth map can be expressed as, 

f
jiD

G
jiZ z 

),(
),( .     (8) 

Here, the depth gain, iz bfG  , is important structural parameter of the stereo imaging system and 

it means the depth per disparity. Tuning of zG  provides a desired depth resolution for stereo imaging 

system. The depth resolution of the system was defined as the number of pixel disparity per unit depth 

and it can be expressed as,  

),(),(
),(/),(

2 jiZ
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z  .    (9) 

Process of tuning the parameter zG , while capturing stereo images, is referred to as stereo 

focusing and this process is very useful for obtaining a desired depth resolution for an object at the 

distance z  from the stereo camera system. Stereo focusing aims to improve details in depth maps for 

the remote objects, in a similar manner; the lens focusing of camera system improves the visual details 

of a far object in the photography. 
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 Figure 3(a) shows the depth versus disparity characteristic of the conventional stereo imaging 

system (Figure 2(a)) for 3 different depth gain configuration. The beginning of characteristics, which 

are marked by circles, shows the maximum measurable range, which is obtained for the disparity 

value of one. This figure also reveals that depth gain increases the measurable range of the stereo 

imaging systems. Figure 3(b) shows corresponding depth resolution versus disparity characteristics.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3(a) depth versus disparity characteristics; (b) depth resolution versus disparity characteristics 

for different zG  

 

3. STEREO FOCUSING STRATEGIES FOR FRONTO-PARALLEL STEREO IMAGING 

APPLICATIONS 

The stereo focusing should be carries out to obtain a desired depth resolution depending on 

requirements of applications. Different stereo focusing strategies can be used depending on the 

freedom degrees of the depth gain parameters ( f , b , i ). The stereo imaging systems exhibit 

different freedom degrees of f  , b , i  corresponding to the nature of the application. The range of 

parameters f  and i  are limited by camera features used in stereo imaging. The parameter b  

depends on camera localization in stereo imaging. Some possible stereo vision application and depth 

resolution adjustment strategies are summarized as, 

 

- Moving Single-Camera Stereo Applications: In this type application, stereo images is obtained by 

consecutive snap shot of scene by moving a camera. In a long-range application,  a camera mounted 

on a plane or satellite used for the stereo imaging of scene for 3D reconstruction of the landscape [25]. 

In very short range application, microscopes or electron microscopes can be used for 3D 

reconstruction of microscopic structures by consecutive image capturing from different location [27]. 

In aerial application, the parameter b   determined by the speed and capturing period of the moving 

camera, and therefore it provides very large degree of freedom for depth resolution adjustment 

process. For this type of application, by considering equation (9), the value of parameter b  for a 

desired depth resolution in a target distance can be calculated for a desired depth resolution as, 
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-Fixed Baseline Stereo Camera System Applications: 

In this type application, stereo image pair is obtained by two camera system with a constant base line 

distances. This type of stereo imaging generally used in robotic applications such as humanoids, 

unmanned ground or aerial vehicles. For these systems, parameters f  can be adjustable by the lens of 

cameras. The value of parameter f  for a desired depth resolution at target distance can be found by 
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-Variable Baseline Stereo Camera System Applications: 

In some applications, stereo image pairs are obtained by two camera system and base line can be 

adjustable. So, the both parameters f  and b  can be used to adjust for a desired dept resolution 

according to equation (10) and (11). This type stereo imaging systems allows fine tuning of depth 

resolution for robotics, 3D reconstruction and measurement applications. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

As summary, depth resolution of stereo vision system are analyzed on the bases of structural 

parameters of stereo vision hardware systems. This analyses allows the adjustment of stereo vision 

system to obtain improved depth resolution for applications utilizing stereo imaging systems. Hence, 

stereo focusing concept based on depth resolution adjustment is suggested. A future work should be 

carried out for the experimental study of stereo focusing. 
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